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! (Currently fended) A method of feeding water

* .nrfaces of a falling film evaporator

to the heat transfer surfaces
channels receive— :: ~ ~-

5 ends, the method including: to
distributing the feed water as a spray

~? fbo heat transfer surfaces;
the „PP.r «- -

^ soiubie_spherlc ..... f„„ th.—
-:1;:::; 1;r;he ^^.a ..... »r«

:

contamination of the vapor relatrve to

2 (pc.„i.Mly tended. An apparatus for removing

di5Solved ,a,es £ro» »ater to re evaporate, in connection „th

em arrangement of vertical ev F

S convert water po.in, tn.r.t,™*^„t; ^
'UT^:, :r :iin, .

—
evaporetor — - -— °'

3 .
(Previously Amended) An apparatus as defined in

above the W-r end of the evaporator channei arranged

4 .
(Previously Amended) The apparatua as defined

in claim 2 further including:
coverxng the

a substantially hemispherical chamber cove

g

h of the evaporator channel arrangement such that the

upper end of the evapora
ment forms a plane

upper end of the evaporator channel arrangemen

side of the hemispherical chamber; and,
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the separated gas outlet being defined in the

hemispherical chamber for removing the separated gases before

they can enter the evaporator channel arrangement.

5. [previously Amended) The apparatus as defined

in claim 3, further including:

a chamber covering the upper end of the evaporator

channel arrangement, the separated gas outlet being defined in

5 the chamber.

6. (Currently Amended) A method of feeding water

to heat transfer surfaces of a falling film evaporator having

vertical evaporation channels having upper and lower ends
,
the

method comprising:

5 spraying drops of water with absorbed atmospherrc

gases to distribute the water over the upper ends of the

vertical evaporation channels;

simultaneously with the spraying, separating the

atmospheric gases from the water anri di.scharginq the separated

10 a^^.Hr qB -- r.hat the atmospheri r gases are removed

.n. +„ ,,nMrr,ntlv with dJ ,t ri nu r ,.nq th. water over the

llprr ends of the verti r.al evaporation channels;

evaporating the water from which the atmospheric

in „^ hr,„^ amoved in the vertical evaporation channels to
'

15 q»n^t* water «*™r with rednr.ed ^oapherirq^ contamination ;

and,

discharging the water vapor with reduced atmospheric;

^, ^r^ination fmm the lower nnd- of the vertical

^r^^r. channel separately from the separated gases.. *nd

Lu pi^uL dliml uu u l th* ^ L.i unp o r -^fth whereby

of the separated gases is prevented .

7. (Original) The method as defined in claim 6

further including:

collecting the sprayed droplets into a layer of water

above the upper ends of the vertical evaporation channels;
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s
separating additional atmospheric gases from the

water layer;
the

feeding water trom the water -aye

ends of the vertical evaporation channels.

B (Previously Amended) An apparatus for removing

dis5olved atmospheric gases fro, water, the apparatus

C°mpriSing:

a falling film evaporator which includes a plurality

5 of vertical evaporating channels, the vertical evaporating

5

annels having upper ends arranged in an --orator—
upper end arrangement for receiving water to be vapored,

product vapor exiting fro, a lower end of the channels;

a chamber covering the evaporator channel upper end

10 —
least one spraying device disposed in the chafer

*r,i- n a qDrav of droplets having a spray
to break the water into a spray ^

r„ =n area of the vertical evaporating
pattern which corresponds to an area or

channel upper end arrangement; and

at least one dissolved gas outlet from the chamber

£or removal or the atmospheric gases S eParated from the water

droplets during spraying befors the water droplets enter the

evaporating channels, such that the product vapor has a lower

concentration of atmospheric gases than the water.

9 (Currently Amended) The apparatus as set forth

i„ claim 8 wherein the vertical evaporating

arrangement is confined to a circular area and^h^n—
;rtJU^ ,M chamber mounted to the vertical evaporating

5 channel upper end arrangement 1- h^ i
sphe-rigal

10. (Previously Amended) The apparatus as defined

in claim 8 further including:

, p„f.r.t.a pl.t. mount.* in th« =h«*« .bov. .»»

separat.d fro* tha evaporator upp« en. ™
s spray .« droplet. being sprayed onto the pl.t.. U» »»'

pasjng
perforations in the plate to th. operator

channel upper ends.

15
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! MHorii a method of purifying water
11. (previously Added) ft meti

comprising: ...eouslv (i) separating
spraying feed water for simultaneously ,

k ^ ^inxide and other dissolved water

nitrogen, oxygen, carbon ^ and

5 soluble atmospheric gases fro. the feed

eV3PO"; - separated nitrogen, oxygen, carbon

dio*ide, and other dissolved water soluble atmosphere gases

vertical evaporation channels and converting at

r: fAPd water to steam; and,.

lP
». stea. senate *r~ t„= separata

13
o^en, ——

20

10

the feed water.

12 (Currently Amended)
apparatus for

15

12- (Currently -

,

apparatus comprising!
evaporation tubes

a plurality of haated vertical • p

uppar an. o\ t„a verticai evaporation t.^

vertical evaporation tubes; and,
„Mrat« ^om the

a means for removing the steam separate

llberat,d water soluble atmospheric gases such that the product
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steam ha* a lower content of water soluble atn^ph.ric ga.es

than the feed water.
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